
IFA/AFG ACT and Region Annual Meeting 2020 
1 September 2020 

 
5.30 – 6.30pm, optional ‘open mic’ extension to 7pm 

by GoToMeeting – details below 
 

 
Agenda items 

1. Apologies 
2. Minutes from 2019 Annual Meeting, and Committee Meetings 2019-20 

(attached) 
3. Co-Chairs’ Report (attached) 
4. Board Member’s Report – Stuart Davey 
5. President’s Update – Bob Gordon 
6. CEO’s Update – Jacqui Martin 
7. Updates from Committee members 

a. Education – Cris Brack 
b. ACT Urban Trees – Rachael Dawes 
c. Students– Jiaqian Ling et al 
d. Future Foresters – Maddie Shelton 
e. Heritage – Kim Wells 

8. Items tabled by members 
 

9. Election of ACT Chair and Committee 2020 – 2021 
a. Chair/s 
b. Secretary 
c. Focal points: 

i. Student Engagement 
ii. Community Engagement 

iii. Outreach  
10. Other Business 

a. Rescheduled Namadgi Field Trip – 19 September 
b. Other upcoming event plans 
c. Other items 

 
Optional Social Time 

• An ‘open mic’ invitation to members to speak to:  
‘Exciting activities/ work I’m doing or planning’ (3 minutes each) 
 

 
GoToMeeting details: Please join from your computer, tablet or smartphone. 
https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/325163877 
 

You can also dial in using your phone. 
Australia: +61 2 9091 7603 
Access Code: 325-163-877 
 

New to GoToMeeting? Get the app now and be ready when your first meeting starts: 
https://global.gotomeeting.com/install/325163877  (see User Guide, attached) 
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IFA ACT Division Annual General Meeting 2019 
Monday 2 September 2019 

5.45 – 6.45pm 
 

Frank Fenner Seminar Room, Frank Fenner Building, ANU 
 
Present: Tony Bartlett, Cris Brack (Committee), Jordan Cox, Yulia Cuthbertson (Committee), Qiqi 
Feng, Michelle Freeman, Rachael Dawes (Committee), Claire Howell, Peter Kanowski (Chair), Jesse 
Mahony, Steve Read, Geoff Roberts (Secretary), Bart Schneeman, John Sedgley (Committee), Kim 
Wells, Zirui Yao 
 
Contributing: JiaYi Chew (presentations), Bob Gordon (IFA National President; for Items 5-7b), Karen 
Khoo (presentations) 
 

1. Agenda items 
1. Apologies and Opening Remarks 

a. Apologies: 
Brian Turner, Stephen Midgely, Sadanandan Nambiar, Peter Langdon, Steve Thomas 

b. Opening remarks: 
i. The ACT Division sadly notes the passing of Em Prof Ian Ferguson, and 

recognised his important roles in (amongst others) the ANU, forestry 
education, and the IFA. 

ii. The ACT Division congratulated member Tony Bartlett on being awarded the 
2019 N.W Jolly Medal. 

 
2. Minutes from 2018 AGM 

a. Update from Cris Brack on NAC planting: 
The tree planting in the ANU Research Forest at the National Arboretum was very 
successful with IFA members, general public, students and children all involved in 
shovelling, planting and watering! The success rate three months later was over 
95%. 
 
The National Arboretum has expanded its planting by “significant” people in the 
Central Valley to include significant scientists . ANU Vice-Chancellor and Nobel 
Laureate Brian Schmidt will be the first of these Science Heroes to be honoured by a 
planting in October. 
 

3. Co-Chairs’ Report 
a. The Chair spoke briefly to the report; there were no comments or amendments to 

the Co-Chairs’ report.  
 

4. President’s Update 
a. Bob Gordon joined via video conferencing. He reported a good conference in 

Christchurch, with a strong representation from Australia. He noted that the IFA is 
developing professional development courses, including through webinars. One of 
these, on communication, is planned for Canberra in early December. The Board and 
Divisional Chairs will meet in late October, and focus on strategic direction.  
 

b. Bob also noted there is a ‘Member Advantage’ card that would provide discounts for 
members, and that there will be an update with the AFG membership later. 
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5. Board Member’s Report 
a. Stuart Davey advised that Bob had covered all key issues under Item 5. 

 
6. Updates from Committee members 

a. Education – Cris Brack 
i. Cris submitted and spoke to a report (Annex 1) on forestry education. 

 
b. ACT Urban Trees – Rachael Dawes 

i. There will be a significant tree planting operation across the ACT, including 
community planting (~17,000 trees). The ACT Government is developing an 
Urban Forest Strategy, which will intersect with the NCA’s forest 
management policy and its communication of the value of trees and forests. 
The ACT Government is also developing an education program looking to 
explain the value of trees in the urban environment, as well as looking to use 
the removed trees for timber.  
 

c. Student Activities – Yulia Cuthbertson 
i. There have been a number of student events, including: 

1. A careers evening which focused on creating a dialogue between 
students and industry (~100 people participated), and a tree 
planting in conjunction with Greening Australia (30 participants). 

2. Participation of delegates in the International Forestry Students’ 
Association (IFSA) regional meeting (Korea) and IFSS (Estonia). 

3. The development of  collaboration with the forest industry, with a 
field trip for students to Tumut planned for 30 September and 1 
October. 

ii. Yulia noted with thanks sponsorship support for attending IFSA events, with 
thanks to the Fenner School (Jack Westoby Fund), PARSA ANU, ACT 
Government, and P.F Olsen. 

 
d. Heritage – Peter Langdon 

i. Peter was unable to be at the meeting. The meeting understood that the 
ACT oral history work has concluded, and the next steps are to make it 
available.  
 

e. Member Services Working Group - Michelle Freeman 
i. Michelle provided a background to the Group, which was established in 

response with to the Members Survey (recently reported in the Newsletter). 
The Group comprises 5 early - mid career professionals, with an objective of 
attracting more members, and retain current members, through increasing 
the perceived value of the IFA membership. The initial tasks will be to 
continue to develop the Newsletter and the Forester. Members are looking 
for more networking opportunities, and more professional development 
opportunities. Initial concepts are initially 3 a year, growing to 8 a year. 
These would be a paid access ($10 for members, $45 for non-members).  
 

f. Digitising of IFA Newsletters and IFA and ANZIF Conference Proceedings - Kim Wells 
i. Brian Turner and Kim have been working on this, with support from the 

CSIRO library in terms of accessing and digitizing early Conference 
Proceedings. Newsletter digitisation is complete; the constraint to 
completing Conference digitisation is primarily uncertainty over which might 
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be stored electronically in IFA records, and perhaps some copyright issues. 
Gary Featherston (Vic Division) has agreed to assist the CEO in searching for 
any electronic Proceedings files amongst IFA records. 
[Action: Co-Chairs and Kim to continue liaison with Gary Featherston and 
CEO] 
 

7. Items tabled by members 
a. Objectives of IFA ACT Division - Geoff Roberts 

The Objectives were endorsed with minor amendment, attached as Annex 2. 
[Action: Committee to work to these priorities for 2020, with assistance of 
members] 
 

b. Heritage Issues associated with CSIRO Yarralumla site - Kim Wells 
Kim spoke briefly to these issues, noting that one next step was for the 
President or his nominee to follow up on the earlier communication with the 
Principal of the lessees, Port Nordica (the ‘trustees’ referred to by Bruce 
Porter in his response to the IFA’s letter), noting that the NCA has advised 
that the new lessees would have responsibility for maintaining trees on the 
site (part of Heritage-listed Westborne Woods). There was discussion of 
options that might be suggested for conservation of examples of early 
logging equipment on site, including sheltering it in situ, and transferring it 
to a museum site.  
[Action - Kim and committee members to continue liaison with relevant 
entities, and keep the committee informed] 
 

c. Governance Issues - Kim Wells – see Annex 3 
i. Kim spoke briefly to these issues, noting that some (e.g. the website refresh) 

had since been resolved. Members agreed that the issues were best 
addressed by communication from the Co-Chairs to the Executive, and 
discussion at the Board and Divisional Chairs meeting in October.  
[Action - Co-Chairs to communicate to CEO/ Board as above] 
 

d. Motions by members   
i. Additional resources for Secretariat - see Annex 4 

Kim Wells explained the concerns that had prompted him and Bob Newman 
to propose the motion. There was considerable sympathy for and discussion 
of the motion, with members noting other examples of pressure on the 
Secretariat. The Chair noted that the issue of resourcing and priorities for 
the Secretariat would be a focus of the Board and Divisional Chairs in 
October, and suggested that it would be most constructive for the Co-Chairs 
and Board member to relay the sentiment of the motion informally rather 
than formally, discuss members’ concerns with the Board and CEO, and 
report back to members. Michelle Freeman noted, in the context of her 
explanation of the Member Services Working Group, that the CEO was 
working to a set of priorities as directed by the Board. 
 
Both Kim, as proposer of the motion, and the meeting agreed to this 
approach. 
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8. Election of ACT Co-Chair and Committee 2019 – 2020 
a. The Chair and meeting recorded their thanks to Brian Turner for his service as Co-

Chair, and for his willingness to continue as a committee member. Geoff Roberts 
accepted to role of Co-Chair, as successor to Brian. A new Secretary is sought. 

b. There were no other immediate volunteers for the committee; the Chair noted 
volunteers were always welcome, but - in any case - progress towards the Objectives 
(7a) would depend on the involvement of members in addressing them. 
[Action: Co-Chairs to seek to identify candidates for Secretary, and continue to 
encourage members to engage in particular activities] 

 
9. Other Business 

There was no other business. 
 
 
Speakers in conjunction with the AGM 

● Claire Howell, ABARES, presented ‘Key findings from Australia’s State of the Forests Report 
2018’ on behalf of herself and Steve Read, 

● JiaYi Chew, Yulia Cuthbertson & Karen Khoo presented ‘Key learnings from International 
Forestry Student Association meetings’ 
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Annex 1 
Fenner School Forestry Education 
ACT IFA AGM 
 
The main avenues for formal education in “forestry” at the Fenner School, Australian National 
University, continue to include the Bachelor of Environment and Sustainability with a major/minor 
combination of natural resource management/forest policy and practice. The degree is relatively 
new, but numbers of enrolments are still increasing (despite the ANU making strategic policies to 
limit over all undergraduate growth). 
 
Enrolments in the Masters programs remains strong (total of 91) with the Master of Forestry (in 
both the coursework and Advance/research options – 13 candidates) the major program with 
“forestry” specifically named. The related Masters of Environment (51 candidates) and 
Environmental Science (27 candidates) continue to provide an opportunity for students to engage 
with various aspects of forest science and management. Numbers in these programs have remained 
stable although strategic policies in the ANU are driving towards a greater diversity of international 
students while Fenner policies are attempting to increase the numbers of domestic students into 
these postgraduate programs. 
 
For those Foresters who still want to see the “traditional” forestry subjects even if the old familiarly 
names are gone, I can confirm that there are still viable numbers of student enrolments in courses 
that deal with “mensuration” (ENVS2002 for undergraduates and ENVS6202 for postgraduates); 
“silviculture” (a substantial portion of ENVS3014 and ENVS6514) and forest policy and management 
(ENVS3041 and ENVS6026). A large number of other courses also include forest science and 
management as case studies. 
 
A very popular area of student interest and research focus this year was “Urban Forestry” with a 
number of students electing to research various aspects of the urban forest as Special Topics, Major 
Forestry Research Essays or Masters dissertation. Students and academics within the school are 
exploring everything from changing species selection for urban development; management to 
mitigating urban heat island effects; urban tree health and vitality; policy development; and 
harvesting and maximising the value of urban trees once they reach their safe and useful life in a 
city. 
 
The Fenner School is also building further on relations in the Asia Pacific with increased engagement 
in the Asia Pacific Forestry Network, and proposing to add a further Asia Pacific country to our highly 
popular two-week intensive field school courses which include: Vietnam Field School; Fiji Field 
School and the Environmental Field School. 
 
Cris Brack 
02.09.19 
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Annex 2 – Objectives of IFA ACT Division 
(Amended after feedback at 2019 AGM) 
 
Support the aims and strategic goals of the IFA, as expressed in the IFA Strategic Framework 2018, 
particularly through: 
1. (Advance the development of people): Engaging with the student community at Canberra’s 

education institutions and with forestry professionals in the ACT region in support of the IFA’s 
strategic objectives.   

2. (Advance ... knowledge to ensure best-practice management of forests): Engaging with ACT 
Government & community to promote best practice management of the ACT’s forested 
landscapes (rural and urban), and awareness and conservation of Canberra’s forests and forestry 
heritage.  

3. (Become respected and trusted): Through these activities, building awareness of the forestry 
profession and its diversity, and trust in the profession. 

 
 
Geoff Roberts/ Peter Kanowski 
05.09.19 
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Annex 3 - Governance Issues 
Submitted for discussion by Kim Wells 

1. Regular information sessions for divisional chairs (noted this currently happens twice 
annually; next meeting 25 October) 

2. Timeline for website overhaul (noted subsequently this has now happened) 
3. Discretionary spending by Divisions 
4. Name and constitution of merged organizations 
5. New boundaries 
6. Safe keeping of records (e.g. Fate of boxes stored in ACT fire shed?) 
7. Membership fees – suggest reduced subscription rates when two young foresters (up to 

age 45 years?) are spouse or partners and wish to maintain their individual memberships 
of IFA/AFG. Specifically, might the membership fee halved, to the same rate as retired 
members (currently $220 pa)? 

 
Annex 4 - Motion 
Moved Kim Wells, Life member IFA; seconded Bob Newman, OAM, FIFA: 
“That additional resources, in the form of administrative assistance, be urgently made available to 
the Secretariat to help clear the backlog of unattended matters, enabling it to deal more efficiently 
and effectively with core business.” 
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Institute of Foresters of Australia 
ACT Division Co-Chairs’ Report, 2019-20 Year 

 
Background 
This Co-Chairs’ report covers the year between the 2019 (2 September) and 2020 (1 
September) Annual Meetings of the Division.  
 
Over this period, the ACT Division Committee comprised Cris Brack, Stuart Davey, Rachael 
Dawes, Tim-Gillespie-Jones, Peter Kanowski (Co-Chair), Peter Langdon, Geoff Roberts (Co-
Chair), John Sedgley, Steve Thomas, Brian Turner and Kim Wells (observer) throughout; 
Yulia Cuthberston and Cleo Riddy stepped down in 2020, and Matt de Jongh and Maddie 
Shelton joined. Jiaqian Ling and Emma Bryant joined some meetings to represent the 
International Forestry Students Association.  
 
The Committee met five times during the year (3 October, 5 November, 5 February, 7 April, 
14 July), with an extraordinary meeting focused on fire issues on 16 January. The increased 
involvement of student and Future Forester representatives during 2019-20 was particularly 
welcome. 
 
Activities 
Many activities planned by the Committee at the start of the year evaporated in the 
summer bushfires and smoke haze that impacted on the Canberra region, and the COVID-19 
restrictions that followed soon after. Activities to recognise International Day of Forests and 
in support of forestry careers were cancelled. Given the restrictions on in-person meetings, 
and the initiation of the national webinar series, the Committee elected to not organise 
additional online activities during the March – August period. A field trip planned for 
Namadgi National Park on 22 August had to be postponed due to snowfall.  
 
The Division supported the successful national Communications Workshop on 5 December. 
The extraordinary meeting about fire issues on 16 January focused on practical actions to 
assist affected members.  
 
Submissions and representations  
The IFA/AFG made submissions to three public consultations about Canberra’s trees: 
• review of the ACT Tree Protection Act (December 2019); 
• the National Capital Authority’s Tree Management Policy (March 2020); 
• the ACT Urban Forest Strategy (August 2020). 

The IFA/AFG is playing an active role in ongoing preliminary consultations about the 
proposed redevelopment of the former Australian Forestry School/ CSIRO Forestry site at 
Yarralumla. We thank Kim Wells and Brian Turner, in particular, for their proactive 
engagement in this process, on behalf of foresters more widely – particularly AFS graduates. 
 
Other activities 
Kim Wells continued his work to support digitisation of IFA Newsletters and Conference 
Proceedings. Resource constraints and competing priorities at the National Office 
constrained progress.  
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Vale and empathy 
We acknowledge the passing of prominent longstanding members Dr Mike Slee and Mr Bob 
Newman, offer our respects to their families, and celebrate their contributions to forestry. 
 
A number of members suffered losses in the 2019-20 bushfires. We extend our empathy to 
and to all impacted by the fires over the past year. 
 
Plans and thanks 
We hope to resume some semblance of ‘normal’ activities in the latter part of 2020, 
focusing on field trips and support for student and Future Forester activities. We will 
continue to represent IFA/AFG interests in local public consultations and related issues, and 
pursue the latent digitisation project and rescue of valuable Institute items from storage.  
 
We thank all our fellow committee members, and others who played active roles during the 
year, for their commitment to the IFA/AFG and its work.  
 
Peter Kanowski & Geoff Roberts 
Co-Chairs 
24.08.20 
 


